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Description:  
In this game, you are a bunny hopping up on platforms of increasing difficulty to gain 
vertical distance. The goal is to get as high as possible before missing a single platform 
ending the game 
 
Game Objects:  
The background will consist of grass, clouds, flowers, and other details that remind the 
user of springtime and grassy fields. At the moment, our plan is to have a static 
background made with individual assets but depending on how much time we have and 
the issues we run into, we may also attempt to make a scrolling background. The player 
starts by initiating the first jump from the ground and all consecutive jumps are 
involuntary as the player must continue to jump further up in the sky. Along the way, the 
player will encounter static and moving platforms. Some platforms will even disappear 
forcing the player to frantically jump to the nearest platform. The platforms are grassy 
and flat. Some platforms will have subtle details like cracks to allude to the player that 
the platform may break or disappear. Lastly, some more rare platforms will give players 
an extra boost vertically for quick points. 
 
Sounds: 
There are hopping sounds, a sound for a disappearing platform and some background 
music. 
 
Controls: 
The player starts the first jump with any key. All other movements are solely left and 
right using either ‘A’ and ‘D’ or ‘left arrow’ and ‘right arrow’. 
 
Game Flow: 
The player starts at an idle bunny screen, once the player presses any key the bunny 
will immediately start jumping. At that point, the player can move upward by jumping on 
platforms at their own pace, but as the jumps become more challenging the pace will 
inevitably accelerate. 
 
Levels: 
As a game with one life, there is only one never-ending level that increases in difficulty. 
 
  


